Study on Lip Prints—To Estimate the Reliability as a Personal Identification Method
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ABSTRACT

Aim: Lip prints are unique for any individual. The potential of lip prints as one of the biometric records to determine the identity has been well-recognized. However, studies focused on their reliability by comparing the developed latent lip prints were scarce. This study focused on the reliability of the lip prints for the personal identification by comparing the registered lip prints with the developed latent lip prints made on the porcelain cups.

Materials and methods: Samples of 102 subjects (52 males and 50 females) within the age group of 18–30 years were included. Latent and superimposed lip impressions were made on a standard porcelain cup. The latent prints were developed with the fingerprint powder. Then, the lip prints with lip rouge were registered on a transparent adhesive tape. Both the developed latent lip prints and the registered lip prints were photographed with a standard ruler using the digital camera and were compared. The lip prints were classified with the scheme proposed by Tsuchihashi. The statistical analysis was done using the Pearson Chi-square test (IBM SPSS version 20) with a p value of 0.05.

Results: The lip prints were unique to any individual irrespective of the gender variation. Their interpretation of comparing the digital pictures confirmed the presence of unique patterns and the possibility of the feature extraction similar to the fingerprints. Type III was the most frequent pattern observed in the study group.

Conclusion: We conclude that the lip prints are highly reliable as a biometric record due to their uniqueness. The lip prints have demonstrated enough evidence that is intentionally registered and the developed latent prints were compared, which can be applied as one of the easiest and simplest methods for comparison. Yet, the authenticity of the lip print is in the preliminary level and need more systematic studies to be accepted for the legal disputes.

Clinical significance: The study result can strengthen the reliability of the lip prints as an identification tool and discusses the future possibilities of lip print application.
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INTRODUCTION

The recognized personal identification methods are DNA matching, fingerprinting, and dental methods (www.interpol.int). The uniqueness of the lip prints has been proved,¹ yet the reliability is still under debate due to the lack of authentic and acceptable research works reported. We need lip print studies mimicking the crime scene analysis. Biometric identification or simply as biometrics is a process of referring identification of a person based on his/her behavioral or physiological features, which satisfy the uniqueness, universality, permanence, collectability, acceptance, and circumvention.² The flow of the ridges, the features present along the ridges, and their sequences are the information collected from the fingerprints. The comparable technology can very well be applied to the lip prints as well. Currently, biometrics has extended from the fingerprints to iris, palm prints, and facial recognition, and constantly adapts newer innovations. The acquired information of biometrics is operated by different modes, namely “verification or positive recognition”, which compares the acquired record only with the claimed identity and the “identification or negative recognition”, which compares the acquired record with all other records in the database to confirm the identity and to avoid one person with many identities.² The practical application of lip prints for ‘verification’ lacks convincing accurate methods, unlike the currently recognized identification methods. While for the ‘identification’ purpose, the advantages of the uniqueness of the lip prints need to be raised.
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Lip Print as a Personal Identification Method

Sir Francis Galton first identified the fingerprint patterns, and the characteristics of the fingerprints are named as “Galton points” or “minutiae” after him. These minutiae were used to develop automated fingerprint technology (AFPT) after computer technology has taken over the manual interpretations. During 1994, the integrated automated fingerprint identification system (IAFIS) has been evolved to communicate and exchange information between synchronized systems. The growth within few decades was tremendous due to continuous and robust research on fingerprints, which is missing with the lip print methods due to the insufficient and reliable research reports. The sensors used to sense the minutiae are different in varieties namely optical, capacitive, ultrasound, and thermal, among them optical sensors are most commonly used (capacitance—determines each pixel value with the area or air, ultrasound—light reflectance changes, and thermal— the difference in temperature).3 Unfortunately, the ability of these sensors to validate the lip prints has not been reported.

The considered attributes in forensic odontology are dental age estimation, odontometric analysis, bite mark analysis, cheiloscopy, and rugoscopy.4 Cheiloscopy examines the grooves, furrows, wrinkles, and valleys of the vermilion zone of the lip. The lip prints are formed as early as the sixth week of intrauterine life and remain the same for life.5 The lip prints have proved its uniqueness with more individual characteristic patterns within a small area.6-9 The genuine research on lip prints in the past few decades made FBI to conduct a workshop on cheiloscopy (USA, 1995).10 Lip prints are being studied in the aspects such as their ability to recover back to the original pattern after injury by trauma or infections, the similarities between siblings and families, and about the gender variations.11,12 Even though the reported research was diverse and within the small groups, they have proved that the lip prints are fundamentally similar to the fingerprints. The current study was designed with the primary objective of comparing the intentionally registered lip prints with the developed latent lip prints. Also, we have verified the uniqueness, gender variations, and the predominant lip print pattern.

Materials and Methods
Selection of Participants and Method of Collection

The sample was composed of 102 subjects within the age group of 18 to 30 years male (n = 52) and female (n = 50) of Ajman University— Fujairah branch students. The Ajman University ethical committee had approved the study (ref. BS-2014/15-01). The participants were explained about the study and the informed consent was signed. Individuals having lesions on the lips and/or with known hypersensitivity to lipsticks were excluded. Latent and superimposed lip impressions were made on a standard porcelain cup with ten sips within the time of two minutes (without lip rouge) and developed with the fingerprint powder (Fig. 1A). Lip rouge was applied with a disposable applicator and a strip of transparent cellophane tape with the sticky side touching the lip was patted to obtain the prints and recorded on a white sheet without disclosing the identity. The cup impressions displayed the part of right lower 1 (RL1) and left lower 1 (LL1) quadrants. Digital pictures of the cup impressions were marked on the predominant patterns or features with red colored dots and the intentionally registered lip prints were marked with dark green colored dots in the same quadrants for comparison. The grooves on the lip leave the space without any impression on the paper and cup after development with the fingerprint powder. The intersecting points of type II, III, and IV were marked as the reference points similar to the minutiae of the fingerprints. Unlike the intersecting lines in all other types, type I was challenging to locate with the reference point.

The digital pictures of the intentionally registered lip prints and the developed latent cup prints were compared with the same and different individuals. Despite the standard techniques and clear instructions and no beverage kept during the sipping of the cup for impression, only 25% of the cup impressions were acceptable to extract the features. This can be due to the superimposed features, how the subjects sip, and hold the cup.

There were 10 samples selected from each gender for comparison. Each sample was compared with 19 samples (which are the selected 10 samples from each gender). Since it was a visual interpretation and the human error was possible, two of the fingerprint experts from the Fujairah forensic department were requested to analyze the different features of the lip prints.

The participants were mainly from the Arab origin (Bahrain (3), Egypt (3), Iran (3), Iraq (14), Jordan (16), Kuwait (12), Oman (3),...
Palestine (5), Saudi (1), Sudan (4), Syria (20), and UAE (17), totally 94 Arab participants), few from Asia (India (3) and Pakistan (1), totally 4 participants), and one participant each from America, Canada, New Zealand, and Tanzania. The principal aim of this study was to compare the intentionally registered and the developed latent lip prints. Since the study had participants from eighteen countries, it was added as another parameter. However, the number of participants from each country was ranged from 1 to 20, which was not ideal for the statistically significant evaluation and the results were not added. However, it was found that the used classification can be applied and the recorded lip prints did not show any unique presentation particular to the participants of any country of origin.

**Results**

The developed cup impressions with impressive features were only 25%. The selected digital pictures of the developed latent impressions on the cup and the registered lip prints were analyzed and it was found that sufficient features were available to interpret with the recorded impressions. Their interpretation of comparing the digital pictures confirmed the presence of unique patterns and the possibility of the feature extraction similar to the fingerprints. The current study report revealed that the most frequent pattern was type III and the least common was type V. It was detected that each segment of the lips had displayed different predominant types. Also, no typed feature was present alone in any segment and so the predominant type was recorded. All the segments displayed type III as a predominant pattern except in the right upper 2 (RU2) segment where type I was prominent. Type I was the second frequent pattern.
followed by type I, type II, and type IV in the descending order of frequency. Type V was the least common except in the left upper 2 (LU2) segment. The gender variations were not significant with the current report except in right upper 1 (RU1) (p value 0.001) and left lower 1 (LL1) (p value 0.04) segments. This study was preliminary research with limited samples, but an initiating step for future modifications will lead to a more acceptable and advanced method in the lip print analysis.

**Discussion**

The escalating crime rates, accumulating unresolved cases, and cleverer suspects mandate new identification possibilities. The lip prints in the crime scene were typically collected from the coffee cups, cigarette butts, window surfaces, and body surfaces in case of abuse, around the bite marks on foodstuffs or body surfaces.\(^\text{16}\) Unlike the fingerprint methods, the lip print methods are not well evaluated by organized studies. The porcelain cup was selected in the current study to extract the original possible latent prints from evaluating the available features. A study by Dwivedi et al. compared the developed latent prints of the entire lip on a glass slab and revealed that about 29% exhibited good prints in all quadrants after development and the matching possibility varied from 50 to 100%;\(^\text{14}\) this was congruent with our study of 25% comparable quality prints. These studies on lip prints revealed that the extraction of the salient features from the source is the primary challenge. Our study confronted the same challenges, yet there were features available for the evaluation.

Similar to fingerprints, lip prints are unique to an individual; this was established in our study. Studies conducted in families have established that the lip prints are not identical even in identical and non-identical twins.\(^\text{7,15}\) The distinct predominant pattern in each segment of the same individual and the statistically insignificant gender variations shown in our study strengthen the uniqueness of the lip prints.

Lip print studies were always on a pursuit for the most frequent patterns. Our study complies with the result reported by Suzuki and Tsuchihashi in 1974 and by many other researchers\(^\text{5,13,16,17}\) that type III lip print as the most frequent one. However, some studies have reported that type I was a predominant pattern\(^\text{18–21}\) and few reported it as rare.\(^\text{22}\) Type V was found to be less frequent by past studies.\(^\text{7}\) Unlike the fingerprints, the lip prints are influenced by stretch, contraction and the muscle tone of the lip, and the orofacial muscles. The muscle tone decreases with aging, which was considered during evaluation in few studies.\(^\text{16}\)

The participants of the current study were from 18 countries. Since the samples from each country were small, it was statistically insignificant. However, the study proved that the Tsuchihashi’s classification could be applied for the people of different nationalities and it was established that the lip prints are unique irrespective of different ethnic origins. Researchers have reported a significant difference between the male and female lip print patterns and suggested that the larger size of the male lip should be investigated\(^\text{20,23–24}\) and a proportion denies it.\(^\text{18,23,26}\) Even though these studies can fortify the literature, the type of assessments has a narrow range of application because the lip size variation between genders may display a wide variation with the female of one ethnic group when compared to that of the male of another ethnic group.

Developing the latent prints and capturing them as digital images are the crucial aspects of the forensic evidence investigation since any mishandling can misinform the legal proceedings.\(^\text{14,27}\) Our study demonstrated that the techniques used for fingerprint could also be used for lip prints because both of them are comparable and the fingerprint techniques with different materials and surfaces are already standardized. Different uses of the lip prints have been analyzed in many types of research such as the extraction of DNA from lip prints\(^\text{29}\) and their use as a genetic or hereditary pattern to compare between parents and siblings.\(^\text{12,17}\) A study about the lip prints on the atypical surfaces has been reported as successful.\(^\text{30}\) However, many studies tried to relate the blood group and the lip prints and found negative results.\(^\text{31–35}\) A study correlated the association of the whorl pattern of the lip prints with the cleft lip and cleft syndromes.\(^\text{36}\) The lip pattern with a vertical type is significantly correlated with skeletal class II malocclusion.\(^\text{37}\) An exciting study stated the presence of differences in lip prints among the different populations of Kerala and Manipuri states of India.\(^\text{38}\) Population-based studies need more collaborative work. A large volume of research works had concluded that the lip prints could be utilized as an additional tool for forensic investigation.\(^\text{8,26,39,40}\)

The court of law expects evidence with nil flaws, which is the utmost important factor to be considered in future studies related to lip prints and not just the pattern oriented reports. Besides, the restriction of the lip prints validity concerning age-related changes,\(^\text{41}\) environmental factors, and disease processes especially mucocutaneous lesions\(^\text{42}\) need to be evaluated.

Medical evidence is susceptible to errors during application including the primary methods of identification like fingerprints and DNA evidence.\(^\text{42}\) The DNA extraction for the lip prints was also an added possibility as primary evidence.\(^\text{43,44}\) Since the certainty in reproducibility of DNA evidence is higher at any time and at any place from the same individual, it was named as ‘hard evidence’ in contrast to the ‘soft evidence’ like fingerprints, lip prints, voice recording, and handwriting. This soft evidence is more susceptible to the vulnerable questions about the scientific basis of evidence, the probability of the assessment accuracy, and the reproducibility from the same individual with the same feature.\(^\text{2}\) The continually changing nature of the science should not alter the judgment, which will lead to impediment in accepting the scientific evidence. The soft evidence such as lip prints can be strengthened by adopting the standards in quality by modifying the techniques applied; by improving the quantity of the number of reference points added for comparisons; self-regulated forensic associations to provide standards and accreditation; research studies to reduce the possibilities of the human error; double-blind examination, and by encouraging and approving the new techniques for better validity and reliability.

Single biometric characteristic (unimodal) such as lip prints has limitations almost certainly, which can be rectified by more dynamic multimodal biometrics, which uses physical and behavioral biometric signals to achieve better reliability.\(^\text{45,46}\) Research based on computer-aided techniques has claimed that these techniques can detect and compare the local features from different sizes of images or rotated images of the same lip and even from the deformed lip prints.\(^\text{45}\) If this is accepted, it will be a great added benefit in lip print identification because unlike the fingerprints, the lip prints were deformed continuously by the movement of the lips;\(^\text{46}\) also the artificial intelligence with the face recognition can be strengthened with the lip prints.

The uniqueness of the lip prints has not been investigated with impeccable practical application. The increase in demand for multimodal biometrics in criminal, civil, and banking fields
necessitates more added biometric features to support. The
smart face identification technologies can be modified to capture
and comprise the lip shape, size, and prints. These applications if
developed and succeeded the standardization, a selfie or a facial
image with the lip prints might replace the fingerprint verifications.
As per our knowledge, this is the first research work done in this
aspect and we do recommend more modifications mandatory for
the standardization of the techniques in future, such as increasing
the sample size and applying the automated feature extraction
techniques similar to fingerprints to prevent the human error and
to improve the output to validate the evidence.

CONCLUSION
The various procedures such as registration, recording, developing
the lip prints from the latent prints, and identification, interpretation,
and analysis of the lip prints need to be standardized to gain universal
acceptance as a secondary identification method. FBI is proceeding
with a project of next generation identification (NGI), intending to
tend the capabilities of using IAFIS by incorporating palm prints, iris, and
the facial features of identifications (www.fbi.gov). Since the uniqueness
of the lip prints was well established, researchers need to standardize the
techniques of feature extraction and evaluation to adopt in biometrics.
The fingerprint experts, engineering experts of biometric techniques,
computer technologists, and the forensic odontologists need to
work together by sharing their knowledge to bring more acceptable
techniques to aid the law. Despite its uniqueness, the current level of
research evidence on the authenticity of the lip prints is not enough
to conclude it as a statistically acceptable identification method due
to the deficiency in quantitative and qualitative research.
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